The Friends of Popodicon (FOP) was formed in 2017 to bring the house and gardens back to their former beauty. This all-volunteer group is led by interior decorator John Miller and gardener Elisabeth Staro. Members work together and roll up their sleeves to provide artistic planning and labor and skills.

The FOP committee is working to identify needs for the interior and looking for pieces that will complement the existing furnishings. Artwork and furnishings may be loaned or donated through the friends group.

Margaret Ikenberry, wife of Shepherd President Oliver S. Ikenberry, who served from 1947-1968, brought the gardens to life. A plaque honoring her love of the gardens inspires the FOP as they restore the grandeur. The FOP garden committee is working on a master plan to create an interactive pollinator friendly gardenscape around the grounds that will complement Popodicon’s architecture and be of lowest possible maintenance.

Donations through the Shepherd University Foundation to support the interior and garden renovation efforts are much needed and appreciated.

Popodicon
Shepherd University
109 Shepherd Grade Road
Shepherdstown, West Virginia
www.shepherd.edu/popodicon
Popodicon, designed by Stuart Edmonds of Winchester, Virginia, was built in colonial Georgian style. With 17 rooms, Popodicon has two stories and a mansard third story. Located on Shepherd Grade Road, Popodicon, the Southern-style mansion, is one of Jefferson County's historic estates and a highlight of the Shepherdstown community with its stately lawn and formal garden. The grounds and gardens were designed by Olgesby Paul of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, an associate of the famous landscape architect Frederick Olmstead.

The History

Popodicon’s history goes back to 1879 when Henry W. Potts, a civil engineer, came to Shepherdstown to lay out a section of the valley branch of the Norfolk and Western Railroad. At that time, Potts had a dream of building a mansion on the site and eventually making it his retirement home. Potts and his wife, Eleanor Powell, returned to Jefferson County and built the mansion in 1907.

The state of West Virginia purchased the estate for Shepherd University, then Shepherd College, in 1964 for $125,000. The purchase included 128 acres of land, providing a new home for Shepherd presidents and increasing the University’s growth potential beyond the boundaries of the original 35-acre campus.